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Data Preparation
I began tracking weight training workouts in notebooks 
in middle school. However, training notes did not give 
me much insight into my patterns over the years until I 
began to import my data into JMP. I started in early 
2015 by entering data from 14 of the past 17 Januaries. 
The boredom of manual data entry quickly drove me to 
investigate new tracking tools! I first adopted the Full 
Fitness tracking app, then the Push Strength weight 
training sensor band and app. Both allow me to record 
my workout details on my phone during a workout and 
export my data directly to CSV for import into JMP.

Whether collated from my notebooks, exported from 
Full Fitness, or collected with my Push band, my weight 
training data tables have presented challenges common 
to many high dimensional data sets. I have turned to 
JMP platforms I know and love to help clean up, 
categorize, and visualize aspects of my workout history. 
I used the JMP 12 Recode platform to combine replicate 
exercise names and categorize exercises by primary 
body part. I created a custom set of female muscle 
shape files and used graphs including these shapes as 
filters for other summary graphs, leveraging the new 
selection filter feature added in JMP 12.
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• Excel workbooks from Full Fitness and Push
– Imported an example of each sheet interactively to 

create a JSL template
– Borrowed an import and concatenation loop idea from 

a SESUG paper by Michael Hecht 2

• Excel workbooks of historical weight training data

• Create JMP tables of historical training data
• Export workout data files from Push web interface
• Import workout data into JMP
• Consolidate duplicate exercise names
• Categorize exercises by primary body part worked
• Explore and visualize workouts over the years

• I entered my historical workout data in an Excel workbook because of the convenience 
presented by the Excel auto-complete, then imported the tables into JMP.

• I used the JMP 12 Recode platform to standardize duplicate exercise names.
• I also used Recode to create categories for exercises to indicate primary body part worked.
• I saved groupings as scripts that reload into Recode dialog to permit updates for new data.

• I created formula columns by right clicking on Date and choosing New Formula Column.
• I added date variations like Month Abbr and Year.
• I created a formula column to calculate Total Weight Lifted (TWL) = Sum(Weight used) x # 

of Reps x # of Sets
• Example calculations for two exercises are shown below.
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Exploring Historical Workout Patterns The (Custom) Map that Leads to Me

I used the Custom Map 
Creator add-in to create a set 
of custom female muscle map 
shape files. This add-in can be 
downloaded from the JMP 
User Community here:
https://community.jmp.com/
docs/DOC-6218.

Once downloaded and 
opened in JMP, the add-in 
installs into Addins > Map 
Shapes > Custom Map 
Creator.

• I track the starting and ending time of my workouts 
and their durations.

• I created a multi-element Graph Builder chart to 
capture my workout patterns during 2014, when I 
largely adhered to a set schedule.

• The top box plot captured duration information.
• The middle heat map showed that I usually started my 

scheduled workouts early Tuesday and Thursday 
morning, but slightly later when working out on the 
weekend. The heat map also revealed that I 
occasionally worked Mon.-Wed. at lunchtime.

• The bottom bar graph shows that the sum of the 
weight I lifted was greatest on my scheduled days.

• I entered my workout data from 14 of the last 17 
Januaries into JMP and created a bar chart with body 
zone as an overlay variable in Graph Builder.

• In January 1999 and 2000, I lifted the most weight but 
focused more of my heavy lifting on lower body 
exercises performed in a gym (leg and calf presses).

• I did short workouts at home for many years, focusing 
on upper body exercises almost exclusively.

• In recent years, I have returned to longer workouts 
and focus my lifting efforts on upper body exercises.

Graph Builder has a Map Shapes drop zone which 
recognizes common shape names found in built-in maps 
and can also recognize shape names from custom maps.

Entries on the JMP blog  
cover several different 
applications for large and 
small-scale custom maps.

The Custom Map Creator creates a pair of files as 
you click to define shapes. One file defines shape 
names and the other lists the X-Y coordinates which 
define shape outlines. These files must be saved in 
your user Maps directory.

There are endless possibilities for exploring workout data in JMP!
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https://community.jmp.com/docs/DOC-6218
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Using My Custom Shapes in a Dashboard Learning from Past Mistakes

References

First, I created a graph that 
overlaid total weight lifted 
information on my body 
shapes for all workouts.

Second, I created a stacked 
bar graph of total weight 
lifted for all body parts.

I checked the boxes at the bottom of the two reports 
and chose Combine Windows to make a combined 
report, shown here.

From the red triangle in the combined report, I chose 
Edit Application and right-clicked on the graph I wanted 
to use as a filter. I chose Use as Selection Filter from the 
right click menu, then clicked the red triangle to Run the 
application.

Clicking on individual 
body areas in my 
body shape filter 
reveals how the total 
weight lifted for 
each part has 
changed over the 
years.

I can create even more 
complex dashboards to 
drill down and see the 
maximum weight and 
total weight lifted for 
each exercise. This helps 
me understand which 
exercises contributed 
most to my lifting 
volume over the years.

I track each of my workouts out of longtime habit. In addition to 
keeping me focused on my workout plan, I find it motivating to look 
back at my past data. Moving my workout data into JMP has helped 
me begin to compare the exercise composition and total weight I 
lifted during specific individual workouts and different 12-week 
workout programs. 

Over the past few years, I have developed a much better appreciation 
of how my past and present workout patterns differed. In the past, I 
lifted more total pounds during heavy leg press and calf press 
exercises than upper body exercises, but now lower body exercises 
account for a much smaller fraction of total pounds lifted.

Perhaps most interestingly, my data revealed certain problematic 
workout patterns that occurred just prior to injuries that negatively 
impacted my training. For example, a pattern of steadily increasing my 
weight and volume on chest exercises contributed to a lower back 
injury I experienced in 2014. Similarly, increasing the weight I use on 
certain back exercises like lat pull-downs appears to contribute to 
flare-ups of a chronic issue with tightness in my upper back. I have 
since adjusted my workout patterns to reduce my chances of injuries.

1 Hecht, Michael. “From Raw Data to Beautiful Graph using JSL.” Paper, 
SESUG 2012. http://analytics.ncsu.edu/sesug/2013/JMP-02.pdf

http://analytics.ncsu.edu/sesug/2013/JMP-02.pdf


Historical workout data

When I entered data from my notebook, I included one row for each unique weight-rep-set combination. Workout metadata was
repeated for each row.

Return to poster



Full Fitness iPhone App

Full Fitness exports data with one row for each set in the workout. Workout metadata is repeated for each row. 
Although present in the app, the workout name does not export in the CSV table and needs to be added manually.
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Push Strength Band and iPhone App

Push exports data with one row for each rep level, including weight, rep, velocity and power data. I add variables found in 
the file name and timing information before importing tables into JMP.
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I used various names for the same exercises over the years!
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Recoding exercise names in JMP 12



Exercise Name > Primary Body Part > Body Area

Total Weight Lifted = Sum(Weight used) x # of Reps x # of Sets

DB Chest Press > Chest > Upper Body
TWL = 60 lb x 12 reps x 4 sets = 2880 lbs

DB Hammer Curl > Biceps > Upper Body
TWL = 30 lb x 12 reps x 4 sets = 1440 lbs

Photo credits: dreamtime.com

Total Weight Lifted examples
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Workout schedule graph

• The top box plot captured duration 
information.

• The middle heat map tracked the start 
time of my workouts. My schedule was to 
work out early Tuesday and Thursday 
mornings, and slightly later on weekend 
mornings. The heat map also revealed 
that I occasionally worked Mon.-Wed. at 
lunchtime.

• The bottom bar graph shows that the sum 
of the weight I lifted was greatest on my 
scheduled days.
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Weight lifted during Januaries
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•Month and Year are nested 
on the X axis

• Total Weight Lifted is the Y 
variable

• Body Zone is the Overlay 
variable
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Map Shape drop zone



Custom map entries on the JMP blog
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Creating custom map shapes with the 
Custom Map Creator Add-In

Return to poster

https://community.jmp.com/docs/DOC-6218

Installs into Addins > Map Shapes > Custom 
Map Creator



Completed Custom Map Shape Files

The Custom Map Creator 
creates a pair of files as 
you click to define shapes. 

One file defines shape 
names and the other lists 
the X-Y coordinates which 
define shape outlines. 

These files must be saved 
in your user Maps 
directory.
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Combine
Windows

Combine Windows
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Selection Filter

Return to poster

Right click on a graph in a JMP
application and choose Use As
Selection Filter.



Filtering to view body part patterns

Return to posterClicking on my body part graph shows monthly total weight lifted numbers for specific body parts.



Another dashboard view

Return to posterThis more complex dashboard adds information about specific exercises. 


